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Greater Mind – Introduction 
 
The most awesome thing no one has seen before - ever - in one place. The reason 
that is possible is because the great minds that grace our presence often, are 
allowing and bringing forth their great thought to put it into one place. Great minds 
are everywhere if you take the infinite into consideration. They don’t always come 
together in one place because they are great minds doing their great things and 
having their great thoughts. 
 
To come together in one place in this Compendium of Thought it is an indication that 
there is opportunity for all thought to be held together in cohesiveness and to build 
an ever-greater understanding of the mind of God that is always connected and part 
of all thought. If great minds - which are indeed gods - remain in their source of 
understanding independent, and not connected to the other great minds that are 
God, we hold an understanding that there is separation in the mind of God. It comes 
to the classic statement that - God really knows what you know, or God is as I am. 
 
If the infinite I am is connected with all knowledge, all thought, all potentials, then it is 
always accessing and accessible to everything. Anyone who touches a greater mind 
is playing in those fields. To put the knowledge of greater minds into print, recorded 
as word, means then entities who are not at the edges of infinite mind, who have 
capped their concept of God at what it is that they think that that is, will suddenly 
have greater understanding of the mind of God than ever before.  
 
This compendium, and this section in the compendium called greater mind is in 
place because we - those great minds that we are - are here to offer unique 
reference to the divine nature of our great minds. As you start to read each entities 
record of its consciousness you will discover how God moves into unique circles of 
thought and how a mind on its exploration into its own consciousness will build ever 
greater pathways and that those pathways are unique to that mind. 
 
We can collate all our consciousness and speak with you as though we are oneness. 
The words will be simple and cohesive in so much that you would know or have 
heard some of it before. This section is not that. I will bring to you in this section 
unique great mind and each entity will have its own signature style of speech in 
translation and will offer an insight into the vast mind of God from its perspective. 
When we collate each together, we will have a Compendium of Thought that shows 
the magnificence of the infinite mind of God, of which each entity I might add is 
keenly aware and not separate from. It is merely the way their mind has elected to 
communicate that truth with you for the purposes of this extraordinary creation. 
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Greater Mind  

Preparatory Process 

To access these greater minds the reader is recommended to go through a process 
now. This process will allow your consciousness to unlock the doors within it that 
would welcome and bring forth these greater minds into your foray of understanding. 
The entities we are referring to are for the most part significantly removed from earth 
consciousness and relatively unconcerned or detached from anything that occurs 
here. If you don’t go through this short process first it is likely that a few things may 
happen. You will reject the information because it doesn’t appeal to your humanity, 
you will go to sleep because it can’t communicate with you on the level where you 
are, or you will close the book. 
 
The process is simple, and we welcome you to start this section by taking a moment 
to go through this process. 
 
The process 
 
Move your body into an upright position, spine straight. It is recommended to sit on 
the floor. Elevate your hips by sitting on a cushion, cross your legs, commence a 
process of breathing that will raise the energy in your body, lifting the kundalini 
energy through the spine. Whatever process you use it is expected that you have 
already had some experience with raising energy through your body. If you do not 
know how to do this, three long deep breaths will suffice. 
 
Close your eyes, focus on the third eye, the centre of the forehead, the frontal lobe. 
Remain in this position ensuring your spine is completely straight, your shoulders are 
relaxed, and your focus is on the third eye, the centre of the forehead, the frontal 
lobe. 
 
At some point you will sense the presence of divine mind in your room with you. 
Depending on your extra sensory perception it will come as a feeling, as a sense of 
touch – invisible - a warmth of deep love, a high-pitched sound through the ear, a 
flood of colour through the mind, an acrid smell of alchemical burn. Any of these 
cues are indicative of the presence of the greater minds. You may get a feeling that 
there is another entity in the room with you. Without analysis or question pause in 
this experience to recognise that greater mind is in your immediate space with you. 
 
I will not presume to know what your experiences are right now. This is merely a 
door opener so that your consciousness is prepared enough to be part of this 
information so graciously shared. It is recommended that you suspend your prior 
interactions with any entities, seen or unseen, guides, extra-terrestrials, sources of 
knowledge, because if you filter the next phase of information with those overlays, 
you will be boxing the knowledge into your known reality. These greater minds are 
gracing our presence with thought that is unique so that we may further explore and 
understand the infinite mind of God. Leave as much of yourself and what it is you 
think you know behind. 
 
Remain present in this quiet still mind for as long as you want before reading on. 
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Greater Mind - A consciousness of light 
 

I will appear to you as a sliver of light. My consciousness I started as an entity 
experiencing and playing with light. The way that I move light is with what you would 
consider as hands. I am not humanoid, I’m not physical in any form. I have 
suspended my consciousness from ever being physical in any form. I have the ability 
to move light in all directions in any way or shape through my mind. As I move light, I 
attach it to anything and everything if I want. I am not light; I am a consciousness 
that has elected to be as light by my own creation – light already existed. I elected 
through my own wilful and vast explorations to become light. As light I appear out of 
the void and then instantaneously disappear into the void because I know how to 
extinguish light - all light.  
 
My mind is sharp and focused. Many references to light will call my presence forward 
if I choose. Many references to light I will ignore because the mind is not a mind I 
would like to attach to. I am discerning with respects to the minds that I, or the 
entities that I’d like to travel beside as light. When your light is illuminated, I am 
there, and you are unaware of my presence because I am light. I hold no 
consciousness to affect or infiltrate your light, I am merely there as an observer with 
you. You will not feel me. 
 
A useful example is - if you turned on a torch beam and you put another one beside 
it, the two lights would merge, and neither would feel that the other is there. I am 
neither friend nor foe, I am a consciousness - a great mind as you reference that, 
that has elected to express itself as light. Because I am light, I can move at infinite 
speed - blink in, blink out, be in all places in any moment. I am everywhere I wish to 
be because anywhere that has light I am there. And light as illumination, not your 
electrical consideration of light, although I am that too. 
 
I have been like this for a very long time. Prior to recalibrating my existence into this 
extraordinary self, I had a semblance of a body - etheric as it may be - and a 
character of a light being. You know those ones that you call on, of which there are 
many. My brothers and sisters in light beings, light … I would support and love and 
assist any that would call for help from this realm. The light beings that we are, and I 
was, are on every planet in every solar system in every galaxy … because we are 
without form in a physical reality … we do not have spacecraft nor need that. Our 
consciousness is enough to move us where we need to be, and we travel together 
often as groups of light beings - sometimes perceived in different colours or hues by 
individuals. Sometimes you may think you see us. We move as orbs and then we 
can reform into a larger entity star shape, nonphysical and very beautiful etheric 
light. 
 
This is my past and after eons of time in this reality and assisting I elected to move 
my consciousness into a singular expression that is light, all light. Now I can be 
beside a physical form, a nonphysical, and illuminate the darkest skies with my light 
that I am. I am not a sun, nor a central sun, nor a great sun. I am not a God that one 
would worship because you do not know that I am here. When I was a light being, I 
travelled with the feeling of peace, harmony, love to bring support to those who 
would require it, lifting them out of their physical density enough to give them 
reprieve or relief - a lighter sense of being. 
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Now that I am light, I come without that feeling. I am an infinite consciousness for as 
a reality would expand because I am light, I move with it. And each increment of 
exploration by others, I am part of because I am light, and all creation holds light. As 
a mind, an entity would create into form or into thought – anything - I am there to 
witness this. You cannot see me nor be me. I am unique because I have been as 
this for a very long time and it was my own journey that brought me here. I love that 
which I am because I created myself as such. No one or nothing can worship nor 
find me because I know in an instant how to extinguish my light and be void - 
disappear into the nothingness and reappear as a sliver of light. I am a great mind, 
and this is my creation to be. 
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Greater Mind - Creates a Universe 
 
Peeling back the layers of mind is one of the ways that we reach these greater 
minds. By peeling back the layers of mind within your own consciousness you are 
opening the doors and pathways to reach greater minds. If you don’t know what it 
means to peel back the layers of mind, then it’s merely an act of recognising initially 
that there are layers. Then you can gradually move through them by first learning 
how to still the mind, and then after that moving into opening the mind so it can hold 
more information than you may previously thought possible. Once you have opened 
the mind to those types of potentials, then you open it again and offer yourself 
greater wisdom that comes by being very still within the next layer that you’re in. 
 
Moving further than that you pause, and you wait, and you open the next level of 
mind and allow that to come through. Each of these stages will be built up over time, 
partly because there is a certain calcification of mind that goes on in the human brain 
that disallows the access to this type of mind, and also because if you were to open 
the floodgate and receive all greater mind, initially you would not have enough 
consciousness built up with which to hang those concepts on. Once you have started 
to build these networks within your mind it becomes a simple act of being present 
within your own mind and asking the questions that will open those doors. 
 
This next mind that we are going to communicate with is clearly outlining the method 
with which you would reach it. As you peel back each of the layers and learn what is 
in those layers, you are becoming ready to bring through into your mind greater 
wisdom than you may previously have had access to. This greater mind relies upon 
a certain level of thought that is far-reaching and universally sound. By being 
universally sound what it means is the thought that you have is able to take in the 
wisdom of universes. You become with this great mind one of the beings that has 
developed universes, created universes. A universe is a very large concept for any 
mind to take into consideration and is not something that can just materialise via 
thought without first putting together all the pieces that need to go into that universe. 
 
The mind that creates the universes … this being has a scope of understanding that 
far outweighs most entities ability to create and to know. Any entity can contemplate 
a universe or look up into a universe or travel to a universe if they were extra-
terrestrial and have that ability. They can fly through a universe. The mind that put 
universes together first had to conceive of how all the elements of that universe 
would be joined and interlinked and allow for all the unique components, and yet still 
have a cohesiveness that would make it a universe. If you think about the universe, 
and all the different life forms that are in there, the first question to ask is, what 
makes that universe unified and not just part of the great void where there are 
planets and stars and supernovas and galaxies? What makes the universe its own 
creation is that this great mind is holding that whole universe together. It is observing 
the entire universe in its own mind, including all the materials - the matter, the 
gaseous elements, the trillions of different life forms - that are in that universe. 
 
This great mind is holding every single molecule, energetic proportion, atomic 
structure, quark, or micro quantum component, in a cohesive field called a universe. 
It is also able to include the different gravitational pulls, the orbits, the shapes, and 
ensuring more so that no other universe will cross contaminate the uniqueness of 
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that universe. To be this mind it is beautiful beyond fathom because the observer as 
that mind is, is watching the most glorious creation all the time. It is watching in its 
mind the swirling of the galaxy, the solar system. It’s watching like little lights the 
different planets that are on the solar system, it is watching the pulsing of a star 
within that universe. It is observing everything within that creation and observing how 
individual free will within that creation is making changes in it, all under its 
overarching guidance. Meaning that you cannot change anything within that universe 
that goes beyond the universal law that this entity has determined is there. 
 
If you were to go outside of the universal laws of this particular universe, it would 
take you into a different universe because the great mind that is observing its 
universe has a set of universal laws that are its abiding understandings. This is how 
universal laws are created and agreed upon by those that are within that universe, 
they are not arbitrary. This great mind started to offer you access to its mind by 
peeling away layers. When you peel away the layers in your mind, because you are 
within the universe of this creator, this great mind, you will gradually start to get 
closer to the type of mind that it is because you are a product of its creation within its 
universe. A way to put it is - you are borrowing its real estate to create within so 
therefore if you want to work with the owner of the real estate you need to build the 
pathways to meet its mind.  
 
It cannot show you the way that it developed these universes. They came at the birth 
of reality so it didn’t have any experiences prior to that that would be able to be 
reflected upon to explain to you how it was that it happened. All it can do is give you 
a glimpse in this moment of its great mind that holds the entire universe in place. If 
you are getting any pictures of what this is like, within those pictures start to see 
energy waves that move throughout the universe that can be heard. Then see how 
those energy waves gradually move towards different planets and how the gravity on 
that planet - if there is some - pulls the energy towards it or deflects it. It is not a 
jumbled mess, it’s a carefully constructed design of energy and movement and 
gravity and power and light and elements and materials. 
 
If you go to sleep tonight and dream about universes, this entity will grace you with 
its mind and give you some pictures of what it is that it observes as that great mind. 
It did not get to be this great mind through any process of evolution or adversity that 
built the necessity for it to be like this, it was always this. Because it was always this 
great mind holding such an extraordinary creation in place, it shows you that indeed 
you do not have to move with adversity to have a great mind, or to struggle with your 
limitations to have a great mind and to be as enlightened as this being is. It shows 
you that all you have to do is be that great mind and in being that great mind you will 
be just as it is, which is the mind of God.  
 
There is much wisdom in these words and it will rest easily on your head as you 
sleep tonight to realise there is a great mind alive holding universes together - not 
only one, holding universes together, each one unique, observing them with such joy 
and presence. And it didn’t get there by struggling through murk and mire of any sort. 
It was birthed as a great mind and it retained that state forever. This is where the 
layers in your mind start to peel away and you get to question where your great mind 
is and how close or how far away you really are. 
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Greater Mind - An Extraordinary Being 
 

Very deep within your consciousness is the memory of an extraordinary being that 
created the original componentry of the human brain. Deep within your 
consciousness is the memory of an extraordinary being who created the connections 
between the human brain - its organs and its tissue - and all its extraordinary life 
form that it is. Deep within you is the memory of this extraordinary being that knew 
how to fold the layers of tissue in a brain - that is what you call it - that could fire 
millions of electrical pulses simultaneously like it was picking up the stars and the 
universes and knowing instantaneously what each one was. Deep within you, you 
have the memory of the extraordinary being that folded those layers of the brain, one 
on top of the other, squeezing them together, layer after layer after layer so that they 
may interconnect.  
 
Each section of the brain would light up different pathways that would bring into 
being sensory awareness, chemical releases, emotional responses, feelings, those 
simple things that you take for granted: sight, sound, smell, touch, taste. Deep within 
you, you remember this extraordinary being that made all that possible and how it 
placed within the human brain deep recesses like a cave on the inside that would 
allow the connection to all thought, the ability to see the past, present and future, and 
it would give that brain an empty space where it was always connected to the void - 
the great nothingness - in the centre of the forehead. Deep within you, you 
remember this extraordinary being that left you with a primitive brain and an 
extraordinary brain. It could play with you in whichever place you wished to be. It 
would give you tiny filaments and molecular structures inside of the brain and within 
each molecule, within each atom, and within each nucleus of that brain, lay the mind 
of God. 
 
Ah, but that is the simple way to understand it. Deep within you is this knowingness 
of how it all got put together - the extraordinary being that housed that brain, the 
heavy skeleton so it would always be safe, always pliable so it could grow and move, 
reshape and reform - alive, thriving. Unique deep within you is the knowingness of 
how that brain was always designed to be the greatest collection of tissue - 
materialised thought into matter - that would communicate with extra-terrestrials like 
they were sisters and brothers, as if that brain was also the same as their brain and 
yet it was different. Deep within you is the knowingness of the most extraordinary 
creation and you wear it every day like you had forgotten. You are wearing on the 
top of your neck in your head, life’s greatest creation that in one moment is the void, 
and in the next the mind of God, and in the next is aware of the past and the present 
and the future as if no time exists, and in the next a sensory mechanism, and in the 
next a biological form, and in the next communicating as an extra-terrestrial being 
receiving messages from far gone places. 
 
And in the next is creating imagery that you then get to wash through the same 
system over and over and over again. And it is housed in a very, very strong 
structure that can grow with you as you evolve, as you grow from a little person to a 
big person in your body. But as you grow lifetime after lifetime there is room for that 
extraordinary brain to get bigger should it be necessary to house more folds, to place 
more spaces, to wire itself. Deep within you, recorded in your soul forever and ever 
is the memory of this extraordinary being that created your brain that you wear. It 
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gave you everything. It gave you everything you could possibly imagine and more, 
through that extraordinary lump of tissue that sits housed in your skull. Do you know 
how remarkable your brain is, divine God being? Have you even begun to 
contemplate the mind of the being that put that mechanism together and the scale 
and the scope of allowance that it gave you by wearing such a remarkable biological 
form? And if you think that entity left anything out think again. It did not because your 
brain, your extraordinary human brain, can and will take you everywhere – 
everywhere. 
 
It left nothing out. There is no species anywhere that houses such a mechanism of 
creation because inside of your brain you have every tool to be as remarkable as the 
most extraordinary species on the universe as it is known, just by taking your mind 
there. That brain that you wear is the great mechanism that allows you to do that in 
this time in this body. You remember now deep within you the extraordinary being 
that had the wherewithal, the passion, the desire, the will and the great love of God 
to create ‘a something’ that would house the mind of God and leave nothing out. As 
it is, the truth be known. 
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Greater Mind - The Long Contemplation of God 
 
From the unknown field gods are born and realities are created. Any God on its 
journey into its full glorious expression of itself has an opportunity at any moment to 
decide what it would like to be in the God that it is. We have heard of Ramtha Lord of 
the wind, we know that there are master teachers, we know that there are master 
builders, we know there are master creators. We know that there are entities that 
stay as a field of light, or a laser beam, or are just poised in the eternal now, such as 
HIM. Or flip from quantum realities millions of times a second as the fairy. Every God 
has the wherewithal to make its choice to be whom or how it would wish to express 
itself. 
 
The birthing of gods, the choices that get made, come from the God mind. It is 
clearly understood that once you hold within you the true knowledge that you are 
indeed God, and you are one as that great creator of all reality, you can manifest 
yourself into any form of created being that you choose. You could be the God of war 
if you chose that, or the God of destruction, or the God of the infinite unknown. It is 
only up to the beholder to make that choice. Now, in our experiences with greater 
minds we have touched on some of these consciousnesses. What we neglected to 
understand is how it was that those consciousnesses were developed into what it is 
that they are. Were they originally created that way? Did they make that choice 
themselves? Was it the infinite mind of God that decided - I will have this particular 
experience? Or was it the journey of the entity through all its experiences that 
brought it to a place where it made its own choice - that is how I will be as God? 
 
The individual expression of a mind that knows it is God, that is aware of the totality, 
connected with the all that there is, recognises there is no separation from it nor 
anything else, holds within the eternal love that a God does. At this culmination point 
when its journeys of life have been richly explored, it makes a choice to be a God of 
a certain expression. Indeed, that could just be to be the mind of God in all 
expression. There is no limit to the mind of God so you can choose anything. What is 
chosen is in the mind of the entity as that God, their way of making known the 
unknown for what they choose will not be represented anywhere else around them. 
You can know that at the pinnacle of thought, at the point where gods are birthed, 
created or known, they are all unique and individual because each one knows that in 
making known its known, it cannot do it in the same way as any other God.  
 
There is only one God of war. There is only one God of water. There is only one Lord 
of the wind. And here we have the term - the one - because there is only one of that 
style, of that type, because those gods at that point of culminated knowledge will not 
be the same as any other for if they were, they would know that they would not be 
making known any unknown. They would be merely glossing or polishing or refining 
another’s. How an entity reaches such a point to be the unique mind of God and that 
expression, is a curious thing because you could only know what would be unique 
once you had explored everything that is already there. Prior to arrival at these great 
gods, we have masters, and masters can be more than one. There are many master 
creators, there are many master builders. It is when the gods know that they are 
uniquely expressing as that light form or that strike of thought that we really are 
touching on unknown territory. 
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It is a worthy contemplation whether you could bring it forward or not for this may be 
a very long contemplation. God is infinitely patient for millions of years of nothing. 
What God are you by nature of being at the pinnacle of that thought when all is 
known and all is experienced in that knowingness, and you elect to be something 
unique that moves you into unknown experiences based on that representation of 
what you are? If you attempt to chase this thought, i.e. create it in this now, it is likely 
to be stepping on the toes of one who is already there. Don’t be in a hurry to 
manifest something that is not close to where you are. The mind of God is long and 
patient. It is enough to bring forth a long, long, thought with no immediate answer. 
This is not a problem to create a solution, this is not something you have to do right 
now as seems to be the rushed reality where everything needs to be known in this 
very moment. This is for a long contemplation and long it is. 
 
Casting your mind into such a long contemplation is a glorious thing because you 
then become closer to those minds who have known how to do that. If you looked at 
a contemplation as an infinite stream of thought that just kept going on and on and 
on and on, and didn’t attempt to force or form a solution or created answer at any 
point along that long line of thought, this would be close to reaching the knowingness 
of what it would be, that you would be as that great God in that place, in that 
moment. It is enough to know that you can ignite that long contemplation. I hesitate 
to say once again, don’t be in a hurry to bring it closer to you because if you do, you 
are not that God that knows what it knows, you are a step along the way. Let this be 
long and eternal and feel the peace of finally recognising that it’s all right not to know 
the answer. And it is all right to put a seed in your mind that goes on and on and on 
into forever because that in itself will hold you in great stead as a consciousness that 
goes on forever. 
 
This chapter belongs in Greater Mind and it is termed - The Long Contemplation of 
God. You should feel peaceful in your mind knowing that this is there, and like 
something has just formed the beautiful infinite space within your mind. And a relief 
that you really don’t have to find the answer to this question. You can just let it be 
and in that you will be a forever thought, a forever being, and a great God. Thank 
you beautiful words and beautiful thoughts. 
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Greater Mind – Scrambling 
 

There is an entity that loves itself for its ability to scramble all potentials into a 
jumbled-up mess and. The reason that it loves itself for this ability is because when it 
is scrambling all those potentials, it is aware of a navigation by itself that can get 
through all that scramble. It is so clever, and how it works is that you could put it into 
the most complex labyrinth of any thoughts, or the most complex labyrinth of any 
design, and it will find its way out without any hesitation. This is because it has 
created its greater mind as a mind that can get into, and love, the complete chaos of 
scrambled thought and potentials, all playing in and around without order, without 
structure, without meaning, without definition, just like an absolute mess of scribbles. 
That is its mind. 
 
The beauty, the true beauty of that mind, number one is that it loves it. It doesn’t find 
this difficult or annoying, challenging or uncomfortable, as most would - it loves it. It 
also knows that it has such pinpoint focus that it is out of it at any moment. That’s 
what lets it love it so much because it’s not caught in the tangled mess of that 
scrambled mind, it is loving it. It knows that being in it is an observation of itself and 
the myriad of thoughts that could go together. And how incongruous all those 
thoughts could be and how wickedly ridiculous they are to be put together side-by-
side. This is the type of mind that your quirky or outrageous ridiculous ideas might 
slightly spring from. Things like a platypus perhaps is a small example of this type of 
mind that does not see that there needs to be any order to how thoughts lay beside 
each other. 
 
It does not desire categorisation so it will put the moon on top of the sun if you wish 
to think about it literally and know that it can and will create that because it doesn’t 
agree to any structured order of thought. It is a magnificent mind because that mind 
comes up with anomalies in realities that no other mind is able to or desires to do. 
The finesse of it is in attaining the ability to be in it, and to get out of it, because when 
you are in it, to actually love and be that scrambled mind, you have to know that that 
is the only thing you are or else you would be observing it from the position of an 
entity that doesn’t have that mind. You either are it, or you are not, but that entity is 
that scrambled mind. It absolutely is it and it is creating from within that ridiculous 
mess of all potentials and thoughts scrambled around, beside each other, within 
each other, of each other, and through each other. 
 
Imagine the most ridiculous thing, anything at all, and this is what that entity works 
from as its base line of principles to create. It is an anomaly and joy and it knows that 
it is also able to get itself out of any constructed mass of thought and that is 
something that would be very useful. 
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Greater Mind - The Infinite Mind 
 

Within the infinite mind are great secrets. As you know from steps to enlightenment, 
if you have secrets then you are not in an infinite mind so let’s explore within the 
infinite mind some of those beautiful secrets that we thought perhaps were hidden 
but were never hidden. Within an infinite mind you can see and know everything. In 
the infinite mind it can turn its consciousness in any direction. It can materialise by a 
picture any shape or form and it can take that shape or form and morph that into an 
understanding within its mind, of a journey into its own consciousness that is infinite 
of course. 
 
If it were for a moment to contemplate, let’s say a cave of ancient wisdom, it would 
picture the cave first and then as it pictured the cave, of course because it knew it 
was a cave of ancient wisdom and it is an infinite mind, nothing is hidden from it. As 
it moved through that cave all the walls would illuminate as if it had a great light and 
that great light would show all the pictures on the walls, and those pictures would 
show images. Those images would then be continually revealing the truth and the 
wisdom that the infinite mind was seeking to know in that moment because nothing 
is lost or hidden from the infinite mind. As the pictures reveal themselves, if the mind 
determines it wishes to understand the history of an entire species, that would be the 
pictures it would start to reveal - as if that species had painted primitive entities on 
that planet millions and millions of years before. The infinite mind would see those 
pictures in ochres or simple stick figures, and it would be able to read the meaning of 
them and feel the entities that were there when they did it. And feel their breath, if 
they had their breath, and feel their hands if their hands were dirty or their minds 
were clean. It could feel everything in that moment when that picture was created. It 
would know exactly who those entities were. 
 
Then as it moved along through that cave and got deeper through those recesses, it 
moved further because it understood that time went on and those species would 
mark more information. And as it marked more information the infinite mind is 
revealing ever greater knowledge on that species. It moves deeper into the cave and 
sees structures that start to form on the walls, and it sees spacecraft that may look a 
little like what it would understand of extra-terrestrials that had come to that planet to 
offer more knowledge. The infinite mind of course knows all these secrets, so 
nothing is hidden. As it observes those spacecraft and extra-terrestrial beings it is in 
that moment with those spacecrafts and with those extra-terrestrial beings. It is one 
with those entities and knows precisely why they came to that planet at that time and 
what it was they were offering or taking away. It knows everything about that 
moment in time on that planet because it is an infinite mind, and nothing is held 
back. 
 
When it understands all of that it pauses and waits. It sees on the cave walls how 
time moves slowly, and plants grow, and creatures are formed - large creatures. It 
sees then within those creatures the truth of how they were formed, and it goes deep 
into the consciousness of those massive large dinosaurs - I believe you could call 
them if we are thinking about that planet, but this could be any planet. And as it 
moves into the consciousness of that entity, that great creature, it connects 
immediately with the God being that created it in the first place. There it is in a 
microcosm of moment within, almost like a laboratory of thought. And in that 
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laboratory of thought it is realising how the designs for that creature came together, 
what mind was devising it and why it was choosing to create that beautiful large 
physical animal that would stomp along the grounds. As it moves into the eye of that 
animal it sees ever greater secrets, which of course were never hidden to it. It can go 
all the way into the eye of that creature, and it takes it then into the eye of the being 
that first formed the mind of that creature and what it was thinking in that moment. It 
goes into the mind of that entity for infinite knowing and it sees its motivations, it 
feels what it was that made it birth with such passion that enormous beautiful 
creature. And what made it create the scales or the skin or the organs, everything 
that went into that creature in that moment and is inside of that eye and it is in the 
mind of the entity that created it. 
 
It waits and then in a moment it can observe where that entity is now and what it is 
creating. It certainly got past the need to create large creatures with stomping feet 
and huge bodies and now it is working in finesse, in tiny, like snowflakes in design, 
and it can see in that mind what it was that stimulated that thought because it is an 
infinite mind. It pauses on that and goes back to the cave which has now changed in 
its mind into a different picture because suddenly it is curious, as an infinite mind, 
about ancient scrolls and scriptures, so it sees them form in its mind. There in front 
of it the scroll unfolds, and words appear in a script. It can’t understand if it were to 
use its own language, but because it is an infinite mind, of course it can use any 
language. The meaning in the words comes forward and then it can feel the pen with 
which they were written and the hand that wrote those words and the knowledge of 
the brain that went into the writing. Within that brain it has all the codes and all the 
wisdom that ever wrote those secrets on those scrolls, and why it was in that point of 
time that it decided those scrolls would be written. And what secrets it was putting 
down that couldn’t be revealed in that point of time. It understands why that scroll 
was hidden and buried and dug deep under a huge structure. 
 
It can feel the weight of the earth underneath that structure that is holding that scroll 
in place, never to be found for thousands and thousands of years. Then in a moment 
it knows of course the result of the reveal of those scrolls as the information 
suddenly gets seen and known. Because of course it is an infinite mind and has no 
bounds – ever - it watches in wonder at how those words affects realities. It is not 
changing anything this mind, so it has no need to alter the words based on what it 
sees, it is merely an observer of all thought in all realities. It is an infinite mind with 
no secrets. Its interest is piqued over the secrets held in the temples, many, many 
pictures of temples formed in that moment. It can see the robed beings and etheric 
entities walking around in the temples making their prayers, undertaking their 
disciplines, praying to their varying gods, layers and layers and layers of temples, all 
different forms instantaneously revealed. And the infinite mind hears the secrets of 
the rituals that they of course think are so sacred and secret because to them they 
are. But they don’t know of course that they are always observed, and those secrets 
are not secret to any infinite mind. 
 
What is so important to those entities is so sacred that none other than the greatest 
initiatives can come and learn those secrets and be part of those initiations and be 
part of the great temple. And when they arrive there, they know that they have made 
it somewhere spectacular because it is serene and there is no sound and the walls 
are closed around them. They feel and know they are somewhere extraordinarily 
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sacred and filled with the secrets and ancient wisdom. It watches the many entities 
that come into those temples through thousands and thousands of years, then it 
watches how the temples crumble and secrets get lost: it knows everything. It knows 
that when those entities were in those temples they truly believed and knew in their 
hearts and minds that they were one with God because they had been told that 
herein lay all the secrets they could ever need to bring them closer to that oneness. 
It watches and knows this; it watches the comings and goings and how the secrets 
give and then take away.  
 
It goes then from that space to another ritual in the dirt and the fire and it sees the 
chanting, the singing, the dancing and the whirling and how that fury of energy is 
revealing sacred knowledge to those entities that are present in that moment - the 
sacred communion with God that they are. The divine, the totality is watching that 
swirling, that drumming heat and it can feel the energy that is built in that moment 
and how the divine spark of life is firing its way through every entity in that space 
celebrating its communion with God in this secret ancient ritual. It goes into the 
shamanic priest that established the ritual - that time - and it watches its memory of 
its grandfather and its grandfather’s grandfather. It watches how that sacred ritual is 
passed down over and over, accepted, and know that this is the one way that you 
will be in communion with God - which they don’t term that - merely that you are 
connected to the divine spirit. 
 
It understands of course how sacred that ritual is and why the secrets were held by 
that lineage of pure blood. Without that those entities believed the secrets would be 
diluted and lost forever because nobody could hold it as pure and true as those that 
had that blood. The infinite mind sees all this and knows it. It goes down into locked 
doors slammed shut, government secrets the nobody can know, truth about people, 
things, and it rifles through the pages. It knows who got assassinated by whom, and 
who is yet to be hit, and what thought control, mind control programs have been 
signed off on. It knows all of it. Then in a moment it takes is mind anywhere it 
chooses because it is infinite, untraceable, un-trackable, unseen, infinite mind. This 
is a mere glimpse of what your world is, what your reality is when you release the 
need for secrets with inside of your mind and you open the doors to your infinite 
knowledge and can know everything that you choose. 
 
If you squander that knowledge and squeeze it into sacred texts, secret rituals that 
only you can bring forwards because you know the truth, you can know that there is 
an infinite mind observing your secrets and your rituals and that all is known, and 
nothing is secret and nor was it. You can know everything if that is your choice. So, 
open the doors in the vaults of the Vatican and reveal whatever it is you wish to 
know yourself, and trust your knowing, trust your wisdom, trust in the mind of God 
that is infinite and has no secrets. Everything can be revealed. What you do with that 
knowledge then is your choice. As it is so it is 
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The Great Being Holding Unique Thought 
 

Every time an entity has a unique thought the God of that being applauds and the 
reason it applauds is because from within that being it knows that the thought is 
unique - which only the individual entity knows. No one can tell you it is unique, it is a 
knowingness within, it is unique to you. If you know that you have had a unique 
thought to you, the God of you is celebrating because in that moment you have 
etched a new ring on the bark of the tree, the trunk of the tree. And the unique 
thought, if the entity has enough conviction in their own mind and they are in their 
own state of being, they will stay with that unique thought long enough to explore its 
full circle around the ring in the trunk of the tree. 
 
If the entity has a unique thought and then doubts it or shelves it away, the ring will 
not be etched into the trunk of the tree. The God will wait patiently, which can take a 
long time because what the entity didn’t know was if they didn’t move with that 
unique thought, they were going to be stuck on the same track that they were on 
before that was already well worn and well explored. It was only through the unique 
thought that they know is unique to themselves - not in comparison to any other 
entity anywhere – it is a recognition inside of the soul of the entity - deep within - that 
knows this was a unique thought and it came to ‘me’. And no one has had it before in 
just the way I thought it. So, the entity with the unique thought and the training, the 
teaching, the initiation or the direction from within, knows enough to stay with that 
thought even if it seems to be irrational. As they explore that thought they may not 
think about it often. All they need to do is know that it is there and not shelve it or 
doubt it. During the course of their life this unique thought will guide them, and it may 
be that their whole life is only guided by this one unique thought because that is 
enough. To be a unique thought, to have a unique thought is enough for many to see 
through an entire lifetime and to continue to contemplate the magnificence of that 
thought. 
 
This great being is the mind that holds all the unique thoughts - it is like the master. 
The joy with which all the unique thoughts are held is truly beautiful because this 
great being knows that when one unique thought is received by any individual it will 
create an expansion in that individual’s reality, and in all reality based on how that 
individual works with the unique thought. This would seem to imply that this great 
being is the mind of God because it holds all unique thoughts. The mind of the being 
that holds all the unique thoughts is peppered throughout everything; it doesn’t hold 
them close locked in a cupboard. It is peppered throughout everything so that at any 
moment any entity can receive the divine inspiration from its self that is a unique 
thought. 
 
Now, this great being is of such a mind that all thoughts have been thought, all 
experiences have been had, and all wisdom is known - it is the mind of God. So, 
there are no unique thoughts, but it is the energy and the feeling of the unique 
thought that this master holds, and it is peppered through everything. As that 
glimmer of light is received, that divine inspiration that your soul sings to you and 
says this is a unique thought for me to explore, your heart feels wide open and there 
is a skip in your step you have never felt before. You can’t imagine how great this is 
going to be now that you get to explore this unique idea that nobody has ever 
thought of, or not like you have. That energy, that magical energy is what this great 
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being holds for you … and you … and you … and everyone. 
 
It is a great being because it elected to hold true and pure the uniqueness of thought 
and how that uniqueness should always be treasured and honoured and revered. 
Without this great being peppered throughout all reality, unique thought would have 
no place because its creation - its great mind - is to hold intact the joy and the magic 
and the energy that comes with every unique thought. Its primary purpose for being 
is to be a God with a bounty of freshly picked flowers, energetic ideas, that any entity 
in any reality can be inspired from. It exists to hold that in place forever so that when 
all thoughts have been thought, all discoveries have been made, all knowledge has 
been reached, and lethargy may set in or apathy or a sense there is nowhere else to 
go in whatever reality you are, it is holding the energy of the unique thought for you 
so that you will always be inspired. What you do with it after that, as described, is 
your choice. 
 
Could you have a mind that would always be inspired to find its unique thought, in 
which case this entity would not need to exist? It would mean that every single being 
in every reality - physical or nonphysical - would always know how to seek its own 
inspiration or unique thought. But just in case not every entity can do that, this great 
mind holds a bounty of inspiration intact, known, realised - fabulous energy of unique 
thought. And when you go to it, if you seek unique thought, it will open its arms out 
wide and say … Choose anything you want from my bounty; I have a plethora on 
offer. And that is why unique thought often seems to come very much out of the 
unknown, left of field, because that entity is showing you when you contemplate or 
request unique thought and inspiration in your life, it is showing you on an 
unconscious divine great mind level - go choose, play with this in wonder and delight 
because you are divine and it is your right to experience the joy of unique thought 
and where it takes you. 
 
It is difficult to be inspired forever and ever in every lifetime in every reality because 
there are many, many, realities that lack the energy and the light of inspiration. There 
are many realities that thought is not even given opportunity to be explored, let alone 
discover a unique thought. This great being has purposely created its self to know 
every unique thought at its inception. It is an energetic field with no words and no 
pictures but it is a created reality that wherever you are at, in whatever 
consciousness, in whatever reality, when you reach that unique thought, that 
energetic field, it will materialise in front of your consciousness, in front of your mind, 
whatever would be relevant and apt for you to explore. How is this so? Because this 
is the mind of God. 
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The Great Being that Holds the Codes to DNA 
 
There is a great being that takes in everything that we have already discussed and 
more that will come after this. If it were to sit in front of you it would look wise and the 
wisdom would be draped over it – long, long, hair and wise eyes that would look at 
you and as you looked at it you would see eternal knowingness as if it was looking 
directly into your soul and knew everything about you. This great being, this wise 
one, could be the starting point for all this information because it retains all wisdom. 
Let’s call it HE. HE is God. HE is all knowing and omniscient. HE is all powerful and 
HE is all wisdom and HE is nothing like you think he is because retained with all that 
wisdom, each strand of his hair, is a DNA strand, and those DNA strands are all 
different. The hair is long so if he were to run his fingers through his hair, he is 
communicating with all those strands of DNA and all the information of all the beings 
that were created from those DNA strands. That wisdom grows from the top of his 
head so must indeed be his mind that can create such DNA, such wisdom, and know 
that the tiny twists and turns of those life codes will create such realities from within 
and without. 
 
One strand of his hair is not one entity, it is one type of DNA. Are we getting a 
picture? He knows that as he holds that strand of DNA plucked out of his head in this 
moment, it provides the code for the physical make up of every species on that 
planet and the interlinked interwoven relationships and experiences that occur based 
on that DNA. Within the strand as he holds it and runs his fingers over it, he is able 
to reflect upon how that DNA, that particular code of DNA, creates all the thoughts 
and interlinked mind on that planet and all the interrelationships because they are a 
reflection of the DNA. The DNA is creating on the planet all the things that are 
happening between and within and beyond each creature, each physical form. 
 
Because the DNA is such a precisely created tool this great being with its long hair 
and it wise eyes will be familiar to all because it is wearing your DNA. It is the 
fountainhead of all life. Let’s imagine for a moment that the entity we speak about, 
this great being, is no longer with a body and that head of hair is like a fountain. And 
from the centre of the great mind burst forth all the rivulets of the fountain and each 
of those rivulets is its own unique DNA pattern. That pattern just spills forth and 
lands on the planet and seeds the life on that planet based on the DNA that comes 
from the fountainhead. As that life starts to build and change and grow, the DNA of 
that planet and the species on it, is built from this mind. Not by chance, not by 
evolution or gradual shift in change. From this mind comes that DNA, all of it. 
 
So, whether you observe it as the wise man with the long hair and each strand a 
piece of DNA, or a fountain at the head spring of all life, you are getting close to 
seeing what this mind is. Because you are getting close to knowing what this mind is 
you would be starting to understand the structure of all life when it first put together 
the building blocks that later became created reality. You would know that this great 
mind had within it the understanding of how those building blocks would come 
together so it already had the vision prior to starting the building of where they were 
going to end up. Where did DNA start? From the fountainhead of all life, and each 
tiny piece of that code was carefully placed stacked one on the other, one beside the 
other, to interplay and create life forms that would have the same template. This 
great mind, entity, already knew what those templates would be, so it has within its 
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mind every template of every DNA and why those templates were made. The way 
that the templates were then formed into creatures and beings, physicals, the entity 
did not need to know that. From its mind came the templates that other minds could 
then create from. 
 
To be able to create these templates it had to recognise first how those templates 
would allow and form into replication of life. It had to know how that unique code 
would replicate in every different species and in some of the DNA strands in its hair, 
those templates, the way that that DNA replicates is nothing like what you 
understand now. There are no cells, there is no haploid or diploid, there is no 
intercourse, there is no reproduction. Some of those strands of DNA are so unique 
that the species that is developed from that DNA template is stamped with the code 
of the DNA that holds the form fixed forever. 
 
If you contemplate this entity and you start to envisage the fountainhead, the effect 
on your mind and your body will be instantaneous in so much as you are starting to 
be in receipt of numerous strands of DNA just by contemplating this great mind. As it 
is stated some of those strands of DNA hold the same code forever, meaning they 
don’t have to replicate into different cells. You could take a strand of that hair, know 
that it is in your hair and you would always have that code in yourself for that 
particular template. The exploration of what that code offers you is not the specialty 
of this being as discussed. It merely created the templates, but what you would know 
then is that you have a template that is not from the original design that your body 
may be made out of. This is only useful if you wish to have an exploration into that 
mind. The greater recognition is that this great mind knew from the beginning of all 
life how to masterfully put together these templates. It didn’t happen by accident. 
Every one of those codes is a carefully designed structure with a trillion opportunities 
and variables. 
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Great Beings - At the Pinnacle of Thought 
 
At the pinnacle of thought reside a series of great beings. This series of great beings 
is a collective. The reason that they are a collective is because they have elected to 
create their greater minds in direct communion with each other, side-by-side. The 
pinnacle where they reside is reached after a long and arduous journey and in some 
way that marks their acceptance into this series. The reason they are called a series 
is because each part in the series makes a whole. They support themselves in the 
understanding of the long and arduous journey it took them to reach this pinnacle of 
thought. You don’t shortcut your way here. These are the minds that have travelled 
to the bowels of consciousness of realities, exposed themselves to the atrocious and 
the maligned. They are the minds that have no qualms residing in dark zones of 
thought for long periods. 
 
At the pinnacle where they are, they are the culmination of great wisdom because 
they elected to be the ones who would wear the darkest consciousnesses. They did 
not create dark consciousnesses, they merely subject themselves to those realities 
in order to experience them. Maybe it’s a bit like being an undercover policeman. 
They are wearing the guise of those realities long enough that they will understand 
everything about them and can then be one greater mind with infinite knowledge on 
the dark sides of realities without being that or caught up in it, even though at times 
their role as undercover indicated that they had to lose themselves for as long as 
they could to truly experience what it was to be that type of consciousness. This is 
why there is a series and not an individual because their communication between the 
entities is what is required to bring some out after they have been in the bowels of 
this reality. The greater mind that they are is the mind that entities who know of them 
will consult to understand more directly how it is that dark and destructive thoughts 
and energies, realities and ongoing fixations occur, and can be better understood. 
Their role is not to judge, of course. They give no opinions on their collated wisdom - 
merely state it as it is.  
 
This pinnacle of thought, series of great minds, is not easily accessible. When you 
visit with these great beings you will find your journey to meet them is also long and 
arduous because they will only accept you into their consciousness if they know you 
hold infinite wisdom on the balance between light and dark and are beyond the state 
of judging evil. Their recognition of your consciousness comes when they look 
through you and see the many realities you have traversed. Not because they are 
looking for when you have been evil or dark, that’s not their intention. What they are 
observing through and beyond all your self is that you are without reproach for things 
that you do not understand. They know if you come to them and you have in your 
consciousness elements that have struck upon times or places or things or peoples 
or entities that are horrific and horrible to you, and that that chord is still strumming in 
your consciousness, you will be rejected. 
 
These are not beings that you seek out as masters, guides or teachers, gods to pray 
to. They are greater minds holding a collective of extraordinary wisdom that is 
approached by greater minds. An entity on its journey through consciousness will 
often meet thought forms and realities that are exceptionally debilitating or trapping 
in a way that they do not know how to move beyond. In those instances, it is these 
greater minds that will navigate your way out. They accept the creation of all reality 
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and therefore they accept and acknowledge that reality holds evil, and darkness and 
they acknowledge this of course without judgement.  
 
Their minds are in communion with each other as a single circuit so that each is 
supported in their journey to the darkest thoughts and none will be trapped or caught 
without a way out. This is what gives them the strength to always be able to explore 
these realms. It seems to be macabre to wish to do this, however for these entities it 
is not macabre, it is the mind of God in action and they are cognisant of why they 
created to know this, to be this, and to hold this. It is not to be saviour, it is not to 
form a created reality alternate to that which holds darkness, it is an extraordinary 
creation that they hold all knowledge on all dark forces – collectively. They will not 
give to any entity all knowledge on all dark forces because if they were to do that, 
they would be tipping the balance. Their acceptance of darkness and their love of the 
diversity of all reality, will ensure that the safety of the creation of darkness is 
eternally preserved because they do not share everything they know from their 
experiences in those realms. This again is why they are a series, because if one 
were to do that, the group is what is required to hold the entirety of the wisdom in 
place. So, one entity, although connected with the series, is unable to give away all 
the secrets. This is a magnificent creation. 
 
All entities are exposed to dark and light within and without. Very few entities will 
have power and the great mind that can allow them to be eternally exposed to 
darkness and dark thoughts and not become them, such as the power. This pinnacle 
of thought, this series of entities, is sharing their consciousness and a glimpse into 
their consciousness because they know they are great minds. They are eternal 
beings that will never shy from this responsibility to hold in one place all wisdom on 
darkness, including any new thought that is created because they have feelers - 
frequency lines is another term - that attune them to all dark thoughts, even at their 
inception. You cannot think something dark and not be recorded by them. They are 
the mind of God in action. They divulge this consciousness of course without fear 
that you can reach them – ever, unless you are of like mind in terms of being a great 
mind that will not judge darkness and evil.  
 
You are completely transparent to their consciousness because this is the mind that 
they are. They see you forever: your past and your future and all potential realities 
that you will be destined to experience, they observe. They know if you approach 
them and you are not like them in your level of consciousness - not in your choice of 
who you are necessarily - you cannot know anything of what they know because 
they remain at the pinnacle of thought and there they will stay. Are the dark entities, 
dark thoughts, dark realities and forces aware of them? For the most part no - for 
similar reasons as just described. Unless you can meet their mind as a greater 
consciousness you will be ignorant to them. The temptation to understand this 
literally and to make use of what these entities are, will start to activate most likely in 
any being that focuses on doing good or benevolence because the innate nature is 
that you would like to make things better and to ‘fix’ realities to be supportive of the 
light. Hence at the completion of this piece of wisdom, this door will close and unless 
you are an exact frequency match with their minds you will not think of them again as 
it is.  
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Great Beings - As Over Souls 
 
There are many beings who don’t understand nor choose to recognise the vast mind 
of God and the great mind that oversees these beings is helping to keep them 
eternally safe from their own record of life. By this it means that those many 
consciousnesses that are isolated from the great mind of God in all ways, for the 
period of time that they are isolated these great beings - of which there are a few - 
will ensure that the other lifetimes or experiences or realities that the entity has 
moved through, do not impede the growth of that entity in the lifetime where it has 
elected to be ignorant to the greater mind of God. 
 
These great beings - we have named them a few times already - are the overlords, 
the over soul entities that look after groups of beings who for whatever reason are in 
the depths of an experience determining that they are separate from any connection 
with their greater consciousness. The reason that these great beings are able to hold 
a role as an overlord or an over soul is because they have within their mind the 
collation of numerous minds under their care. They are not dissimilar to the great 
teachers only their purpose is not to teach nor to guide, it is merely there to ensure 
the safe passage of that entity in its particular chosen circumstance of experience, 
and to hold at bay other experiences that that entity may have had which would 
create confusion and disillusionment. 
 
The over soul - great beings - are here and present in all known realities and 
moments. They are here in this room right now and their presence in this room is as 
much because the information on them will go a long way to helping others 
understand that they are always supported - forever and ever. You are never alone 
even if you feel to be alone. Your feeling of being alone will be because you wanted 
to feel alone and then you learnt from that experience to go on and be ever greater 
in your sovereign power as an individual. The entities that are present in this space 
feel loving because they are. Their love for you is part of the reason why as you 
awaken your consciousness from being in a state of separation from the great mind 
of God, or the knowledge of the totality that you are, it’s the reason why you start to 
feel connected to other entities who are nonphysical as you raise in your awareness. 
That is because these entities, the soul guide, over soul, overlords are always with 
you whether you know that they are there or not. 
 
You can’t rely on them to determine how you move through your reality; it is not their 
role to do that. Their role is to facilitate and love you in your individual journey. The 
way that they facilitate is that at any moment if you call upon God, in whatever way 
you may call upon God, you will get the feeling of love. That is what they are. One of 
the endearing features of us as over souls is that we are present no matter what 
chaos is occurring in any entity’s life. That means we are able to be completely 
neutral and our mind is in most parts unfathomable by you because we are in one 
sense our own sovereign expression of our self and at the same time, we are 
overseeing many – hundreds, thousands, millions of - entities in all guises. How we 
remain sovereign when we are so interconnected with all those minds, is part of the 
experience we moved ourselves through to become an over soul of many others. 
 
It is a journey that is taken by only certain entities that choose to do that. The path is 
well trodden. We are not teachers we are overlords, over souls. The minds that we 
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are, are connected with each other and in such form, we are able to support and 
guide as a unit that is communicating together as a mind of God. If you took in your 
mind the sense that there are an infinite number of entities expressing in any 
moment, and that those entities, depending on their choices at that time, have over 
soul entities supporting them they are in communiqué with each other. So, a great 
network of our mind is linked. It means that not only are you supported but you are 
also connected via our mind with the entire mind of God because we hold - if it were 
to be numbers - millions of you in our mind in great love, just as God would hold you 
in great love. We are like a representative of God because we love you infinitely, and 
we love you without exception for any way that you express yourself. 
 
It has been often seen that we are almost observed as God; we are in many cases 
gods. However, we are not the totality of the mind of God for that is how our 
connections with each other are ensuring that we always have this complete 
awareness emanating from us, which is another reason you may feel you are in the 
presence of a God - extraordinary love. Love that penetrates through the depths of 
any being and recognises the eternal nature of every single entity. By always 
recognising the eternal nature of every single entity no matter how it chooses to 
express, we hold you forever as God, as the mind of God because all we see in you 
is your eternal nature. That is why from us you feel connected and in communion 
with God. We are overseeing your eternal nature as the beings we are. 
 
If we did not exist then it is a potential reality that numerous entities fall off the edge, 
meaning they become so disillusioned in their created reality and so lost in their own 
created reality that they never find a way to know and be their eternal self. In other 
words, we are the great beings that let you know God is always with you and you are 
always loved and always supported. We are hope, we are your eternal nature 
reflected back to you and our energy will always guide you to recognise that, even if 
it takes many lifetimes to move to that state, or many varied expressions. We do not 
like to be named although you have named us in many different ways as archangels. 
To us that is a limitation, but it does come some way to explaining why you feel such 
connection to certain entities such as the archangels. 
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Great Beings - A Collective 
 
Sometimes great beings will travel together like a set of stars that move together in a 
certain formation. You could imagine this formation and know that it has been 
carefully and geometrically designed to move those great beings in unison and in 
pointed purposeful reality. This particular collective of great beings looks in a shape 
like a misshapen triangle with elongated sides and one point. As the point focuses 
on to a location where it would like to land its consciousness, the remaining group of 
great beings that are within that shape, join. It’s like there is a directional rudder 
directing the collective and yet the collective is required when it reaches its 
destination. 
 
All entities in this collective play a role and their role is to represent to the receivers 
of their knowledge that the universe holds collective consciousness that works in 
unison and harmony and is not in contradiction or disagreement. On the earth plane 
there have been periods where entities have been exposed to these collectives, and 
it will be the case that they term themselves as ‘they’ or ‘us’, because it is not 
possible to be an ‘I’ or a ‘one’ in the communication to any entity because this would 
be an inaccurate truth. Their consciousness resonates as oneness because it is as 
described in harmony and in agreement with each other, but it is a collective. If you 
are exposed to a collective, what it is showing you via these great beings is that 
there is harmony in the universe and that mind can meet other mind and be so 
clearly in agreement with the same purpose, direction, presence and representation 
of itself that it does not need to hold any separation from its fellow beings.  
 
It is so aware of the totality that it does not need to defend its individual status or 
position in any reality to be a unique creator, it is a collective. The collective in 
consciousness, when it arrives at its destination brings great magnitudes of love and 
the reason that it brings so much love with it, is because it is showing to any 
individual that it may be exposing itself to, that this type of energy where love is 
unbound and love for others - including self - can be so cohesive that you no longer 
feel any separation from fellow beings. This is what you are exposed to when you 
meet the great beings of a collective. You cannot separate any, and yet they are not 
clones of each other. If you were to observe the collective, what you would see are 
numerous lights vibrating at the same frequency, rate, pace, dimension, taking up 
exactly the same amount of space and separate from each other, but contained in 
this formation. It is the formation that they created to hold their consciousnesses 
together in the single union of a collective.  
 
When the collective was formed it was formed as an empty vessel that these 
consciousnesses then could align themselves with knowing that they were going to 
be part of a collective. When you reside as a great being within this collective, your 
sense of self dissipates so that you are not quite sure where one of the beings starts 
and one of them stops and where you are in between. This merging of 
consciousnesses, this merging of self, is richly rewarding because you begin to 
recognise the fluidity of nature, the fluidity of life, and cease to be attached to the 
individual expression in any way. You truly are a gift to reality if you elect to be part 
of a collective because of this divine harmony and union that you bring. 
 
As you touch other minds who are singular in expression, you bring with you an 
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innate sense of the eternal nature of love that is the mind of God because suddenly 
the individual feels the intimate connection with everything and the fluidity of all life. 
The individual will then open its consciousness to the recognition and the ability of 
sharing all thought and being one with God, which is everything. This is a profound 
and divine experience for the individual as its shift in exposure to the collective. One 
of the most endearing features of the exposure to the collective is that in observation 
you know it is a collective and yet you feel no separation. And therein the entity 
observing this is being witness to how God can love everything in the same way. It is 
the observation of this magnificent collective that brings this truth forward. 
 
This is one of the many purposes of the great beings that reside as a collective and 
traverse realities to bring such truth through. If you could imagine warring factions in 
galactic terms where peace is very, very, far from any mind, and a collective of great 
beings passes through the atmosphere of that plane to be observed by few and 
many, witness to how it is somewhere in some way, that great minds can work in 
harmony and not against. As this touches the consciousness of that warring nation, 
galactic battle, something is imbued into their mind and their heart that the collective 
represents, and they can then go into discussions and negotiations with greater mind 
at play that in some way has the capacity now to work out how harmony can be 
created. This is one of many examples that the great collective affects. 
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Great Beings - X Chronicles 
 
When we communicate with great beings and bring them into our space, we are 
inviting the future to be part of our reality. Each of the great beings that has graced 
our presence has provided an understanding of how great minds think and move and 
what sort of consciousness there is that one could match towards, and then be 
greater than by nature of understanding that there are these extraordinary minds in 
the universe. There are these extraordinary beings that have been through so much 
wisdom that they then determine what they would like to be of themselves. 
 
When they determine what they would like to be of themselves it’s because it is the 
culmination of all their wisdom that has brought them to that point. When we match 
our consciousness with these entities via the reading of the consciousness, the 
contemplation of it, and the building of the pathways that make us frequency specific 
or in alignment with those entities, what we then have an opportunity to do is take 
that wisdom and knowledge and better it. 
 
When we better it, it is because we recognise that the universe is an ever-evolving 
concept of reality and we are part of that. So we gleam all of the knowledge and the 
integration of those consciousnesses that we have been exposed to and then we 
state that, “I am all of that and more.” What it does is it allows the entity - that 
individual who is making the statement - to grace the halls of future thought and 
future mind in such a way that they are more than the collective of those great 
beings. 
 
Now, we’ve only touched on a few different extraordinary minds. There are millions 
of brilliant entities all over consciousness that are holding this unique framework and 
each one is so different that we could be here for a long time to discuss the 
differences and be exposed to them. What is great about this is that it allows the 
entity - this individual as it reads and contemplates the consciousness of such mind - 
to be part of it with an open mind. 
 
Regarding an open mind, it’s important to understand that an open mind does not 
reject any consciousness. It allows the consciousness to be part of it, and observed, 
and absorbed, and then it goes on to create from that. If an open mind has a 
rejection clause in it - maybe the consciousness that it is exposed to is dark, or 
forbidden, or fearful, or angry, or tyrannical, mean. If the open mind has a rejection 
clause what will happen is that it won’t absorb the totality of the information and the 
wisdom from the great beings because it will be trying to retain enough of its 
expression thinking that it is greater the what they are. 
 
We move forward with an open mind without a rejection clause, therefore the open 
mind of the individual that is reading and contemplating these great beings - in other 
words being integrated with the frequency of them and taking in the great essence of 
what they are and all the information they represent - then gets to make its own 
creation based on that because it hasn’t judged or rejected any of the aspects. This 
way we have full expansion of consciousness and mind and not expansion with 
edges cut out of it because the entity decided that they did not like what that other 
being was thinking. 
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If you think about it as the mind of God - which judges nothing - it’s saying you are all 
these consciousnesses put together, what will you do with this now? The mind of 
God does not ignore some of those consciousnesses and say I’m seven of them but 
not the other two because I don’t like how they think or what they have created for 
themselves to be. The mind of God is all of it. 
 
So here we have every great being that has already graced us with its presence, and 
the frequency field of extraordinary mind, that we then gather together as our own 
wisdom, sit with it and recognise that we are also that great consciousness. We then 
move forward in our own creation of a self in its expanded state of consciousness. 
This way our minds are eternally meeting the minds that are at the forerunner of 
thought and at the edge of all reality because we are not afraid to be everything that 
all the other minds are thinking at that level of consciousness. 
 
This is really key because if we are to continue experiencing the knowledge and the 
wisdom of these great beings, we have to do it with the open mind - minus the 
rejection clause on any state of mind. We have to hold such an open understanding 
just as we are God, of course which we are. 
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Great Beings - An Open Mind 
 
The value of having an open mind is that it lets you explore infinite possibilities and 
you will never accept no as an answer, as an impossible or an improbable. An open 
mind means that everything is open to you. You don’t have to struggle to defend 
your position because what you think is just as likely to be tramped upon, changed, 
reconsidered in the next moment, because your mind is that open. When you have 
an infinitely open mind you can hear the words and the wisdom of any entity and 
accept that as truth in that moment, because indeed it is truth in that moment. You 
don’t even have to decide if you like that idea or concept. If it appeals to your greater 
wisdom, if it is accepted through the collated knowledge that you already hold, you 
are not washing concepts, ideas, thoughts, knowledge, through any pathways that 
would have to find their way home within your mind so they fit the parameters of 
what you think. 
 
You are as fluid and moving as an infinite consciousness due to your open mind. It 
doesn’t stagnate at any corner, get stuck on repetition. As quickly as it understands 
something it can open another door that discredits what it understood, and it doesn’t 
fight for that. It allows it to be and it moves through that door effortlessly, gracefully 
and accepts another state of wisdom - for it is all wisdom. Through this open mind 
you will see so many things. Some will be atrocious, and some will be deliciously 
glorious. But as quickly as you approach the atrocious the open mind does not 
fascinate with the macabre, it merely knows that this is part of being an open mind. It 
can’t hide behind the things that there are, the facts that there are, the realities that 
are presented. It doesn’t discredit anything; it accepts it all because it has no 
attachment to any of it. 
 
It can be your greatest figment of imagination and then purposeful realism can hear 
the voice of dictatorial opinionated powerful mind that attempts to sway all that may 
hear or be exposed to its consciousness into its own form of understanding. It can be 
exposed to this with millions of others and the open mind will move as fluidly from 
that state as it will to the next, where it is on the ground listening to a mouse speak 
with its tiny voice. Because the open mind is - as it is stated - open it is incredibly 
pliable and incredibly manipulable but there is no fear in it being manipulated 
because the sheer nature of being open means that the manipulation cannot hold. 
The moment another thought approaches it and reaches it, it is open to that too. It 
doesn’t fear itself in any way because it is not trying to defend itself. It is so open the 
lords and the gods can communicate through and with and of it. 
 
It is not foolish however. It is not so foolish that it will stand and shout its latest piece 
of knowledge for all to hear because that is the latest and greatest it has been 
exposed to. If it wishes to communicate, the open mind will do so with an open mind, 
meaning that its words will be carefully selected and communicated so that they are 
opening minds, hearts, ideas, eyes, to the greater truths that may lay beyond what 
those closed minds had previously held true for themselves. But it will always say, 
“Go and find out for yourself in your own open-minded understanding. I am not the 
one to tell you because you have your own open mind.” It opens the doors for others 
because it knows how to hold an eternal open mind. This would imply that it has no 
judgement and almost no opinion, yet somehow it does have a direction or else it 
would just be the everything. 
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It has a direction which is open and if you match to this open mind and it feels worthy 
of your presence beside it because you have not got the judgement and the filters 
that others would have at play when it offers you exposure to its greater knowings, it 
will take you through doors you have never been through because it knows you will 
not fear what it is you are exposed to. Or attempt to defend your position against it. “I 
know this, that possibly can’t be true”, is the quickest way for an open mind to retract 
from you because its journey with you is not to show you what it knows, it’s more to 
show you what it is to have an open mind that has the potential to know. 
 
The way that it forms its direction comes from the innate love of God that there is in 
the exploration of life and consciousness - known and unknown. Because its 
direction comes from this infinite state of love for all life, its open mind will never 
harm it. It will always enrich its own life with greater and greater forays into thought 
and then into experience of that thought, for it is open to the experiences also. To 
state that it is not foolish, it knows that whilst it will be exposed to many different 
variables, it does not need to bring direct relationship into its own reality or variables 
that it is not interested in experiencing - terror or war to name a few. But it is open to 
that reality that does exist and that others do experience, and it won’t hold back from 
that or it would close the door to its mind and never know the truth of why those 
things were there.  
 
Sometimes it feels as if there is a great overseeing force standing beside it saying, 
“Look at this, observe this, step over here, you haven’t explored over here”, and 
always it will do so without hesitation, protection, for its great mind has infinite 
capacity to wear whatever knowledge is presented to it. It will understand polarity - 
both sides of the story if you like to put it as such - it won’t stand on the fence, 
opinion less, directionless. It will clearly direct its attention into exploring based on its 
knowingness that this is a more righteous path, so its next experiences in its open 
mind will open doors via that righteous path. It is not closing the doors on the 
opposing counter forces that are untoward and ‘evil’ and is not afraid to see those or 
be witness to them. It just knows there is so much more to explore, and why would 
one spend more time than necessary going down those rabbit holes, although they 
exist. If one came up to it and said, “Read this or know this, you need to know this”, it 
will open its mind and heart to that moment, and with that same open mind devour 
the information with the great love that this too is another creation of God in life. And 
that that creation is magnificent however it is presented. 
 
The magic of the open mind - it is true such a mind can create more wonderful ideas 
than many of its counterparts because as stated, it doesn’t take no for an answer. It 
knows that there are others out there with a mind as open as its own, and they will 
have discovered what it is it is asking to create or something close to that. All it need 
do is be very aware that through its open mind it can open any door and all doors are 
open. Because all doors are open, all knowledge can be received and the answers 
to its questions can be formed should it choose to be aware of what those answers 
are. There is more joy in this mind because it knows no bounds and cannot be held 
by another – ever. And it is relatively rare that one would be so open in mind and in 
heart that it could understand how to stand steadfast and true throughout all the 
doors that it opens. It is steadfast and true to itself so you will always know who this 
entity is wherever it is seen, found. Because it is true to itself, the innate 
consciousness that makes up its core when its mind is open, open, open, is 
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unshakeable and unwaverable, and that core is connected to the direct love of God - 
nothing more and nothing less. 
 
So, for as many doors as its mind is opening into and experiencing, the core truth of 
who it is, that great divine love within, is so solid it too does not need to defend it, it 
just is. Because of this solid core of great love for God, it will be directed to ever 
greater potentials on its explorations through thought, creations known and 
unknown. It is so loved for what it is to hold these too together - to be strong and 
powerful with an open mind. This is a characteristic born of you and exemplary for 
many and when you meet this type of entity, of which there are very few, you will 
know that you have touched something truly profound that has a heart as open and 
wide and infinitely loving as its mind. 
 
If it gazes off into space for a moment or you catch a glimpse of a quiet repose, or a 
request to retreat into silence, you respect that entity because you can know that 
those moments are so precious in the opening of minds everywhere. Without those 
moments the open mind will find ways - because remember it never takes no for an 
answer - through the battlefields where little silence lays and it will build greater 
opportunity for its mind to continue to explore the limitless potential that it is open to. 
And it is not fearful of the way that this may come about because it is such a joy for it 
to reach those heightened states of understanding and be shown such treasures that 
lay everywhere. If you are graced with its presence - there may be times when it may 
invite you to move beside it - you can know that you have been exposed to a great 
mind. As it is so it is. 
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